A5: How To Get There

This packet contains information regarding signage design and development for templatizable international airport restrooms and private room navigation.
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Typical Stall Dimension = 3' x 6'
Typical Urinal Partition Dimension = 3' x 2'
Private Room Dimensions Vary
Ceiling Height = 12'
Typical Door Height = 80"
The diagram shows a site plan with various sections labeled as follows:

- **Family/ADA** rooms
- **Plumbing Chase**
- **Stalls**
- **Urinals**
- **Private Rooms**
- **Washrooms**
- **Entry**
- **Circulation**

**NOTES**
- Circulation paths by color
- Color represents each persona:
  - Red - Derek
  - Blue - Cindy
  - Green - Carl
  - Orange - Anna

**Dimensions**
- 64'-10" length
- 38'-6" width
- 19' height

**Scale**
- 1/8" = 1'

**Date**
- 1/18/17

**Version**
- 01

**Sheet**
- 03
• Circulation paths and corresponding decision points for Derek
1. from general circulation hallway
2. choice of direction beyond Entry room
• viewing distances around 25”
NOTES
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• Circulation paths and corresponding decision points for Derek
  1. (see prev)
  2. (see prev)
  3. choice to enter stall area or washroom
  4. choice of direction after exiting the washroom
• viewing distances around 25”

1/8”=1'
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- Circulation paths and corresponding decision points for Cindy
  1. View of hallway walls within the general circulation area
  2. Closer look at sign information
- Viewing distances around 25"
- Sign viewing distance of 6"
• Circulation paths and corresponding decision points for Carl
  1. view of hallway walls within the general circulation area
  2. view of washroom just beyond the Entry room
  3. View of washroom wall when exiting urinal area
  • viewing distances around 25”
NOTES
• Circulation paths and corresponding decision points for Anna
1. view of hallway walls within the general circulation area
2. view of washroom just beyond the Entry room for wall signs for each private room
• viewing distances around 25"
• Sign viewing distance of 6"
NOTES
- Based off the previous diagrams, these areas marked in magenta are important regions where sign placement and/or directional/informational graphics should be placed.
- Long lines represent directional super-graphics
- Short lines represent wall signs
- Circle represent hanging signs
- Viewing distance of hanging signs 100'
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- Stalls
- Urinals
- Private Rooms
- Entry
- Washroom

Notes:
- Typical Stall Dimension = 3' x 6'
- Typical Urinal Partition Dimension = 3' x 2'
- Private Room Dimensions Vary
- Ceiling Height = 12'
- Typical Door Height = 80”
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• Sketches of general form and shape the super graphics may take.
• Mockup of signs
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